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1941 The ship New York News owned by the Quebec and Ontario Trans.

PATERSON
portation Company Limited and the ship Fort Willdoc owned by

STEAMsBIPs Paterson Steamships Limited collided in Lake Superior during

LTD dense fog the visibility being limited to between two and three

hundred feet while proceeding in opposite directions on or about the

New Yirk courses usually followed by ships bound from Port Arthur or Fort

News William down the Great Lakes or vice versa The collision happened

at 5.30 a.m nine miles west of Passage Island That point was

passed by the Fort Wilidoc at 434 a.m this distance of nine miles

being therefore made by her in 56 minutes at an average speed of

more than nine miles an hour At 5.15 a.m fog signal ahead given

by the New York News was heard by the Fort Wifldoc whose engines

were ordered to slow speed ahead and almost simultaneously the

Fort Wilidoc blew one blast signal thus indicating that she was direct

ing her course to starboard At about the same moment the New

York News gave double blast signal thus making known her inten

tion to direct her course to port If each had proceeded according to

these signals collisjpn would have been inevitable After period

of between one-half and three-quarters of minute following the

double blast signal of the New York News the Fort Willdoc gave

herself two-blast signal thus signifying her compliance with the

course declared by the New York News Witnesses for the appellant

testified that the master of the Fort Will.doc altered her course twenty-

two degrees to port and proceeded at reduced speed to meet the

New York News starboard to starboard During the above-mentioned

interval of one half to three-quarters of minute the New York

News went full astern on her engines in order to avoid an inevitable

collision and her master testified that when he heard the two-blast

signal of the Fort Wilidoc it was then too late for him to conform

to the course thus indicated Subsequently both ships gave fog

signals Then the Fort Wiidoc suddenly hearing danger signal

reversed immediately her engines full speed astern about one minute

preceding the moment of the collision but could not avoid coming

into contact with the New York News which was crossing her bow

Both ships came into coffision the stem of the Fort Willdoc hitting

the port side of the New York News with the result that both

suffered severe damages The local judge in Admiralty for the

province of Quebec Cannon holding that the New York News

was responsible for the collision maintained the action brought by

the Fort Wilidoc against the respondent here and dismissed the

counter-claim The Exchequer Court of Canada Maclean reversed

that judgment and held that both vessels were equally at fault in

bringing about the collision

Held Duff C.J and Crocket dissenting that the New York News was

the only party to blame and therefore responsible for the collision

and that the judgment of the local judge in Admiralty should be

restored

Held also as to the ground raised by the respondent that before the

accident the Fort Wilidoc was proceeding at an excessive rate of

speed and thus contributed to the accident that assuming it to be

so this would have happened before 5.15 am when the first blasts

of the whistles were heard and in view of what occurred after

wards that there is no possible relation between this previous speed
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and the collision and that such speed could not have any bearing 1941

whatever upon the issue of liability in the present case The Pemaquid

255 Federal Rep 709 foll.Duff C.J and Crocket dissenting Si
Per Rinfret Hudson and Taschereau JJ.The duties of each steamer

LTD

approaching each other head to he.ad or on the starboard of each

other re indicated in rules 22 and 25 of the Rules of the Road New York

for the Great Lakes In this case both ships were not coming News

head to head but were slightly on the starboard side of each other

The one-blast signal of the Fort Willdoc and the two-blast signal of

the New York News were not cross-signals as they were given almost

simultaneously and the captain of the latter so understood them. If

at that moment there has been any confusion it was for very

short time because immediately after the two-blast signal of the

Fort Wilidoc her captain ordered her twenty-two degrees to port

in order to meet starboard to starboard The captain of the New
York News admitted having heard this last signal if it had been

otherwise it was his duty to give immediately the danger signal

which he did not give There was perfect understanding by both

ships as to how they would meet and if such understanding had

been followed there would have been no collision The sole and

determining cause of the accident was the failure of the New York

News to follow the course agreed upon and to proceed without

giving the necessary signals in direction unknown to -the Fort

Wilidoc and which she had no reason to foresee

Per Duff C.J -and Crocket d.issentingBoth ships were to blame in

proceeding at full speed in dense fog contrary to rule 19 and both

violated the same rule in not immediately reducing speed to bare steer

age way on hearing fog signals and not navigating with caution until

they had passed each other it is no defence for one ship to say that

the fog signals of the other appeared to be far away.IJpon the facts

the Fort Wil-idoc was greatly in fault and such fault was con

tributing factor in bringing about the collisionThe average speed

of the Fort Willdcc more than nine miles an hour in dense fog

the visibility being limited to between .two and three hundred feet

did not come within the category of moderate speed as explicitly

required by rule 19 and as every consideration of good seamanship

would dictate the speed of vessel shall not be so great as to render

it impossible to stop within the limits of observation.Both ships

in the circumstances here erred in not giving danger signal promptly

under rules 21 and 22.Prompt action from both ships i.e instant

action was demanded under the circumstances If the Fort Wilidoc

had instantly signified her compliance with the course declared by the

New York News the disaster might have been avoidect..-A delay of

over half minute before giving signal in the conditions of the

moment was not prompt answer within the meaning of the rules
The evidence does not show anything in the nature of an agreement

between the two ships resulting from the exchange of signals that

they were to follow course starboard to starboard and the final

manoeuvre of the New York News was justified under rule 37

Judgment of the Exchequer Court of Canada Ex C.R 145

reversed Duff C.J and Crocket dissenting

APPEAL from the judgment of the Exchequer Court

of Canada Maclean reversing the judgment of the

Ei C.R 145
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94 local judge in Admiralty for the province of Quebec Lucien

PATERSON Cannon The trial judge held that the New York News

STEAJSIIIPS was solely responsible for the collision and he maintained

Srn
the action brought by the Fort Wilidoc against the respon

New York dent and dismissed the latters counter-claim The Presi
News

dent of the Exchequer Court of Canada allowed the appeal

that Court to the extent of declaring that both vessels

were equally at fault in bringing about the collision and

referred the matter to the Registrar of the Quebec Admir

alty District to assess the damages The owners of the

Fort Wilidoc appealed to this Court in order to have the

judgment of the trial judge restored

The material facts of the case and the questions at issue

are stated in the above head-note and in the judgments

now reported

McKenzie K.C and Geo Montgomery Jr for the

appellants

Lucien Beauregard K.C for the respondents

THE CHIEF JusTIcE dissentingAt the close of the

argument of this appeal had reached provisional opinion

that the judgment of the learned trial judge ought to be

restored have since had an opportunity however of

reading more critically the reasons of the learned President

of the Exchequer Court in light of more minute examina

tion of the evidence and my conclusion is that the learned

President of the Exchequer Court has given convincing

reasons for holding as he does that the Fort Wilidoc was

gravely in fault and that this fault was contributing

factor in bringing about the collision

The collision occurred on the morning of the 11th of

September 1938 and the ships concerned were the New

York News steel ship of 2310 gross tons of the canal

type having length of 256 feet over all which was on

voyage from Port Arthur to Montreal laden with grain

and the Fort WiUdoc single screw steamship of 4542

gross tons having keel length of 416 feet which was

proceeding light in the opposite direction from Port Col

borne to Fort William The maximum speed of the New

York News loaded was seven knots and that of the Fort

Wifldoc was approximately eleven and one-half knots
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There was dense fog the visibility being limited to 1941

between two and three hundred feet about one-half of PATERSON

the keel length of the Fort Willdôc STEAJMSHIPS

The owners of the Fort Wilidoc appeal and the only

issue with which we are concerned is whether the judgment New York

of the learned trial judge absolving the Fort Wilidoc from

all blame and putting the responsibility for the entire loss Duff C.J

upon the New York News ought to be restored and we

are concerned therefore primarily with the navigation of

the Fort Willdoc

It appears from the evidence adduced on both sides that

the collision happened at nine miles west of Passage

Island and from an entry in the log of the Fort Wilidoc

Passage Island was passed by her at 4.34 a.m and from

another entry in the same log the collision happened at

5.30 a.m This distance of nine miles was therefore made

in 56 minutes or at an average speed of more than nine

miles an hour Obviously such speed in dense fog the

visibility being as have mentioned does not come within

the category of moderate speed as explicitly required by
Rule 19 and as every consideration of good seamanship

would dictate

Admittedly the Fort Wilidoc proceeded at full speed from

4.34 a.m to 5.15 a.m when it is said that the fog signal of

the New York News was heard and the engines of the Fort

Wilidoc were ordered slow In this interval the Fort Wilidoc

would have made 785 miles there being no wind that could

affect her speed and consequently in the interval between

5.15 and 5.30 fifteen minutes she made distance of

miles There is agreement among the witnesses

called on behalf of the appellants that the engines of the

Fort Willdoc were reversed for one minute preceding the

moment of collision and it seems fair inference there

fore that during this interval the average speed o.f the ship

was five miles per hour The learned trial judge found that

at the moment of impact after her engines had been

reversed for one minute as have said her speed did not

exceed two or three miles per hour As the learned Presi

dent of the Exchequer Court of Canada says both ships

were proceeding on or about the courses usually frequented

by ships in Lake Superior bound from Port Arthur or

Fort William to eastern Canadian ports on the Great

Lakes and vice versa
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1941 The duties resting upon navigators in respect of the

PATERSON navigation of ship circumstanced as the Fort Wilidoc

STEAHIPs was on the morning in question are known by every sea

man Rule 19 explicitly provides that the vessel shall go

New York at moderate speed In the application of the rule it

News has been treated as imposing limitation by which the

Duff CL speed of the vessel shall not be so great as to render it

impossible to stop within the limits of observation In

the case of the Fort Wilidoc that would mean in the con

ditions prevailing on the occasion in question roughly

within the limits of half her length The reason for the

rule is well known Sounds are notoriously deceptive in

fog and the vessel is therefore without any reliable

clue of the position of other vessels in proximity to her

The Fort Wilidoc as we have seen proceeded at full speed

for 56 minutesin other words in reckless disregard of

the obligations imposed upon her master by the existing

conditions At 5.15 the Fort Wilidoc first heard fog

signal ahead and upon hearing this signal her engines

were ordered from full speed to slow speed ahead At

about the same time the Fort Wilidoc blew one blast and

this of course would indicate that she was directing her

course to starboard The impression of the captain and

mate seems to have been that the vessel approaching from

ahead was on the starboard bow of the Fort Wilidoc and

it is admitted by the mate that having regard to the true

positions of the ships the proper action would have been to

blow two whistles and to direct her course to starboard

This the mate said would have been done if they had

kiown the true positions They surmised however that

the New York News was far off and that it was quite safe

to give the single blast signal As the learned President

says the signal was not one that was seriously considered

because of this mistaken surmise

At the same moment that the Fort Wilidoc gave her

single blast signal the New York News gave double blast

signal These two inconsistent signals obviously disclosed

situation of dangerone ship declared she was directing

her course to starboard the other declared she was directing

her course to port If each proceeded according to the

signal given by her collision would be inevitable en

tirely agree with the learned President of the Exchequer

Court of Canada that prompt action from both sides that
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is to say instant action was demanded. If the Fort

Wilidoc had instantly signified her compliance with the PATERSON

course declared by the New York News it is possible that STEAJSHIPS

disaster might have been avoided One thing was quite

clear that delay would add to the danger yet this is pre- New Yoilc

cisely the fault into which the Fort Wilidoc fell She

waited for period which was between one-half minute Duff C.J

and three-quarters of minute before apprising the New
York News of her intentions That which happened in the

interval was what might have been expected what the

master of the Fort Wilidoc might have realized would likely

happen the New York News interpreting the signal from

the Fort Wilidoc as manifesting an intention to cross her

bow immediately went full astern on her engines That

was natural and proper course if not the only course

open to the New York News as the learned President of

the Exchequer Court of Canada on the advice of his

assessor finds When the master of the New York News

heard the two-blast signal of the FortWilidoc it was too

late for him to conform to the course declared by this signal

from the Fort Wilidoc as the learned President of the

Exchequer Court of Canada again on the advice of his

assessor finds

am unable to agree with the contention of the appel
lants that there was anything in the nature of an -agree

ment between the Fort Wilidoc and the New York News

resulting from the exchange of signals that they were to

follow course starboard to starboard The learned trial

judge finds there was .and bases it upon an admission which

he derives from the evidence of the captain and crew of the

New York News The evidence of the captain describes

the course of events as have given them When he heard

the two-blast signal of the Fort Willdoc it is true he under

stood it to be an answer to his own two-blast signaland

he understood he says the meaning of it according to the

rules but that is very different thing from an admission

that he was party to an agreement that he would conform

to the course indicated by that signal Apparently he was

not During the delay between the first inconsistent sig

nals and the two-blast signal of the Fort Wilidoc condi

tions had so altered that it was impossible for the captain of

the New York News to conform to the course suggested by

the Fort Wilidocs signal if he had desired to do so All this
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1941 would follow in the natural and ordinary course from the

PATEUSON Fort Wilidocs one-blast signal and her delay in giving her

STEASHIPs two-blast signal as the master of the Fort Wilidoc might

have realized The learned President of the Exchequer
Snip

New York Court of Canada says
News

The one blast of the Fort Willdoc meant to the New York News

Duff C.J that the Fort Wilidoc was starboarding and would likely cross the bow of

the New York News and the delay forty seconds nearly three-quarters of

minute in assenting to the passing signal of the New York News was

obviously calculated to confuse and embarrass the New York News
because in the meanwhile it would be natural for her to assume that the

Fort Wilidoc was crossing to starboard Even the first mate of the Fort

Wilidoc appears to have thought that the pause of forty seconds was

excessive

On hearing the one blast of the Fort Wilidoc the New York New3

went full speed astern on her engines for time and her stern would

therefore have tendency to back to port thus throwing her bow to

starboard while stopping her headway Up to- this time the New York

News could not have been proceeding at mpre than about three knots

The New York News had assumed for forty seconds that the Fort Wifldoc

intended to cross her port bow and she went astern at full speed to stop

her headway and to swing her head to starboard and my assessor advises

me this was good seamanship and think that must be so Then after

delay of more than half minute the New York News heard her own

two-blast signal answered but it was then too late for her to get her head

back to port sufficiently to clear the bow of the Fort Willdoc It may be

granted that the New York News had heard and understood the Fort

Willdocs two-blast signal but it must be remembered that by this time

the New York News was going full speed astern on her engines and her

bow would be beginning to swing to starboard My assessor tells me that

it would take little time for loaded ship to steady by her head and

recover herself from natural swing to starboard caused by her engines

going full speed astern and before this recovery to port could happen the

Fort Willdoc appeared close to the port bow of the New York News and

to me that seems just what happened

agree with the learned President of the Exchequer

Court of Canada that the New York News was in fault in

not giving the danger signal instantly on hearing the single-

blast signal from the Fort Wilidoc But on the other hand

it was the duty of the captain of the Fort Wilidoc as the

learned President of the Exchequer Court of Canada has

pointed out under Rules 21 and 22 to give the danger

signal and go astern on his engines as the New York News

did agree with the learned President of the Exchequer

Court of Canada that the delay of period of between

one-half minute and three-quarters of minute was

considerable delay in the conditions of the moment and
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that it is impossible to say that this signal was given

immediately after the signal of the New York News or PATERSON

promptly within the meaning of Rule 25 STE.MSHIPS

find myself in some difficulty in accepting the evidence

on behalf of the Fort Wilidoc that she ran about three New York

minutes hard aport after her two-blast signal During
that period she altered her course to port not more at all Duff C.J

events than twenty-two degrees as the learned trial judge

found The assessor of the learned President advised him

that this is hardly believable and do not think the evi

dence of the Fort Wilidoc on this point is satisfactory

agree moreover with the conclusions expressed in the

following passage
The conclusions have reached are the following Both ships were

violating Rule 19 in proceeding at full speed in dense fog Both ships

also violated Rule 19 in not immediately reducing speed to bare steerage

way on hearing the fog signal of another vessel less than four points from

right ahead and navigating with caution until they had passed each

other in such state of facts it is no defence for one ship to say that

the fog signals of the other appeared to he far away

There came time when the New York News considered that the

ships were not approaching each other head and head or nearly so but

were sufficiently on the starboard of each other that she decided to give

two blasts of her whistle which meant signal to pass starboard to

starboard and to this the Fort Wilicloc expressed assent and signified her

willingness and intention to direct her course to port but the Fort

Willdoc was at fault as have already stated in not having promptly

responded with her answered signal Rule 21 requires every vessel

receiving signal from another to respond promptly with the same signal

or to sound the danger signal as provided in Rule 22 Rule 22 states

that when ships are approaching each other and there is failure on the

part of either ship to understand the course or intention of the other

the nne in doubt shall immediately signify the same by the prescribed

danger signal and 10th ships shall be immediately slowed to bare

steerage way and if necessary stopped and reversed until the proper

signals are given answered and understood or until the ships shall have

passed each other

agree with the learned President of the Exchequer
Court of Canada that the final manoeuvre of the New York

News was justified under Rule 37

The appeal should be dismissed with costs

The judgment of Rinfret Hudson and Taschereau JJ

was delivered by

TASCHEREATJ The plaintiff-appellant the Paterson

Steamships Limited is the owner of the ship Fort Wilidoc

and the defendant-respondent owns the New York News
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1941 On the 11th of September 1938 at 5.30 a.m both ships

PATERSON were following their usualcourses nine miles west of Passage

TESflIPS Island near the head of Lake Supeidor and came into

SHLP
collision the stem of the Fort Wilidoc hitting the port

New York side of the New York News opposite her no hatch with

the result that both suffered severe damage
Taschereau The New York News which is full canal type steel

vessel with gross tonnage of 2310 was on voyage from

Port Arthur to Port Colborne and Montreal loaded with

cargo of 122000 bushels of wheat The Fort Wilidoc

grain carrier is ship of 4542 gross tonnage and was

proceeding light to Port Arthur

The local judge in Admiralty for the province of Quebec

Mr Justice .Lucien Cannon sitting in Montreal and

assisted by Victor hartier assessor held that the New
York News was responsible for the collision maintained

the action brought by the Fort Wilidoc against the

respondent and dismissed the counter-claim In the

Exchequer Court of Canada the learned President

allowed the appeal to the extent of declaring that both

vessels were ually at fault in bringing about the collision

in question a1id referred the matter to the Registrar of the

Quebec Admiralty District to assess the damages The

owners of the Fort Willdoc now appeal to this Court and

submit that the judgment of the learned trial judge should

be restored

The evidence reveals that at about 5.15 a.m fifteen

minutes before the collision while the two ships were pro

ceeding in dense fog both gave simultaneously passing

signals the New York News two-blast signal and the

Fort Wilidoc one-blast signal From forty to forty-five

seconds after the sound had died down and the echo

had gone Captain Baker the master of the Fort Wilidoc

blew two-blast signal altered the course of his ship

twenty-two degrees to port and proceeded at reduced

speed to meet the on-coming New York News starboard

to starboard

The New York News had also slowed down to speed

barely sufficient for steerageway and while both ships

were giving fog signals the Fort Wifldoc suddenly heard

danger signal coming from the New York News She

immediately reversed her engine full speed astern but

Ex C.R 145
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could not avoid coming into contact with the New York 1941

News which was crossing her bow and which now had her PATEESON

engine full speed ahead in order her Captain says in his STEAISrnPS

evidence to try and clear the other
Srn

Under the Rules of the Road for the Great Lakes New York

no 25 it is the duty of each steamer approaching each

other head and head to pass on the port side and the pilot
TaschØreau

of either steamer may be first in determining to pursue

this course and shall give as signal of his intention one

short and distinct blast of his whistle which the pilot of

the other steamer shall answer promptly by similarblast

of his whistle But lithe courses of the steamers are not

head and head but on the starboard of each other the pilot

so first deciding must immediately give two short and

distinct blasts of his whistle which the pilot of the other

steamer must answer promptly by two blasts of his whistle

and then the two ships must pass on the starboard side

of each other If there is any misunderstanding then

under Rule 22 the pilot in doubt must immediately signify

his doubt by giving the danger signal of five or more short

and rapid blasts of the whistle and if bot vessels have

approached within half mile of each other they must

immediately be slowed down to speed barely sufficient

for steerageway

Both ships were not coming head and head but were

slightly on the starboard side of each other The one-

blast signal of the Fort Wilidoc and the two-blast signal

of the New York News were not cross signals they were

given simultaneously and it is thus that Captain Ferguson
of the New York News understood them In his evidence
he says

No there were no cross signals They were both at the same
time

If at the moment of these simultaneous signals there

has been any confusion it was surely for very short

time because immediately after the two-blast signal of the

Fort Wilidoc her Captain ordered her twenty-two degrees

to port in order to meet starboard to starboard The

Captain of the New York News heard this last signal and

understood it as meaning that the ships would meet star

board to starboard according to Rule 25 He says in his

evidence
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1941 Then when the two-blast signal was given by the Fort Willdoc

that was in answer to your first two-blast signal

SrEAMsHUs
heard that

Lri And that was an answer was it not

presume it was

New York
Therefore when he answered your two-blast signal with two

News blast signal that would mean to you under the rules would it not star-

board to starboard

Taschereau Starboard to starboard

To pass starboard to starboard

Yes

If it has been otherwise it was his duty to give imme

diately the danger signal which he did not give To my
mind there was perfect understanding by both ships as

to how they would meet and am in complete agreement

wit.h the learned trial judge when he says and finds as

fact
This second two-blast signal from the Fort Witidoc was clearly heard

and well understood by the New York News there was no cross signal

or any misunderstanding between the two ships at the time The Cap
tain of the New York News and the members of the crew definitely ad

mitted this fact

It is true that later danger signal was given by the

New York News three or four minutes after the last signal

had been given by the Fort Wilidoc but it was then too

late and at moment when the collision was unavoidable

It seems clear that if the understanding which has been

proven and admitted by the Captain of the New York

News had been followed there would have been no col

lision both ships meeting starboard to starboard The

sole and determining cause of the accident was the failure

of the New York News to follow the course agreed upon

and to proceed without giving the necessary signals in

direction unknown to the Fort Wilidoc and which she had

no reason to foresee

As pointed out by the trial judge the New York News

did not follow the Rules of the Road of the Great Lakes

nor did she steer the course agreed upon with the Fort

Wilidoc There was ample evidence to justify the findings

of the learned trial judge who did not act on any wrong

ground of law or conclusion of fact

The respondent contends that before the accident the

Fort Wilidoc was proceeding at an excessive rate of speed

and thus contributed to the accident If so this would be

before 5.15 a.m when the first blasts of the whistles were
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heard can see no possible relation between this previous 1941

speed and the collision and believe that it can have no PATERSON

bearing whatever upon the issue of liability in the present STEAJISHIP8

case As it was said in the case of The Pemaquid

New York

1918 255 Federal Rep 709 News

steamer which before she came on sight in fog of meeting Taschereau

vessel which she knew was approaching had stopped and reversed and

was actually going astern at the time of collision cannot be held in fault

because of her previous speed

come to the conclusion that the New York News is the

only party to blame and that she is responsible for this

accident would allow the appeal maintain the action

of the Fort Wilidoc dismiss the counter-claim and restore

the judgment of the local judge in Admiralty with costs

throughout

CROCKET dissenting.I agree with the learned

President of the Exchequer Court of Canada and would

dismiss the appeal with costs

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the appellants Montgomery McMichael

Common Howard

Solicitors for the respondents Beauregard Laurence

Brisset


